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Fourier Methods in Digital Signal Processing 
Final Exam ME 579, Fall 2010 
Tuesday, December 14th, 7-9pm.  Room Grissom 118. 
Prof.  Patricia Davies, Rm 370, Mechanical Engineering.  
 

Instructions for this CLOSED BOOK EXAM 
 
 2 hours long 

Answer ANY FIVE OF THE SEVEN Questions, just over 20 minutes per question. 
 Write on one side of the paper only.  Use space provided with question. 
 Use a ruler/straight edge when drawing graphs. 
 Label graphs as fully as possible: Units, levels, frequency, time, etc.  

On completion,  leave exam at the front of the class with exam proctor. 
Make sure you solution is in order, and sheets paper-clipped or 
stapled together. 
Leave room quickly and quietly.  

 

 

NAME____________________________________________ 

 
 

 Maximum Score Your Score 

PROB 1 20  

PROB 2 20  

PROB 3 20  

PROB 4 20  

PROB 5 20  

PROB 6 20  

PROB 7 20  

Total 5x20 = 100  
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PROBLEM No. 1  
Fourier Series, Fourier Transforms and Spectra 
The Fourier series coefficients of a periodic signal, of period 10 seconds, are: 

 .  The signal units are temperature in degrees Fahrenheit. 

(a) Calculate the frequency (in Hz), magnitude and phase of the kth component, and plot the 
magnitude and phase spectra. 

(b) If this signal is sampled at 102.4 samples per second, to give samples xn, n=0,1,….,  how 
would you calculate the Ck  by using an N-point Discrete Fourier Transform (e.g.,  fft(x,N) 
in Matlab)?  Indicate the number of samples (N) you would use and how the spectrum 
generated would differ from the theoretical one. 

(c) Is this signal an even function of time?  Explain your answer.  

 

A transient signal is a rectangular windowed sinewave containing exactly 5 periods of the 
sinewave  whose frequency is 100 Hz.   

(d) How would you use an N-point Discrete Fourier Transform to produce a detailed picture 
(e.g., a frequency spacing of 0.1 Hz) that is an approximation of the Fourier transform of 
the continuous tone-burst signal?  Assume the signal is sampled at 1000 samples per 
second to produce the input into the DFT. 

(e) How does aliasing affect the spectrum generated in part (d)? 

 

PROBLEM No. 2 
Sampled Signals, Discrete Fourier Transforms, z-Transforms 
The Fourier transform of a sampled signal is: 

    X s ( f )

 Xs(f) = x(n∆)e− j2πf∆n

n=−∞

∞
∑ , 

 
where     Xs ( f ) is the Fourier transform of the signal x(t) after it has been sampled every ∆ 
seconds, and fs is the sample rate in samples per second. 
(a) How is Xs(f)  related to the z-transform of the sampled signal? 

(b) Write down the definition of the Discrete Fourier Transform of an N-point sequence and 
explain how it may be related to Xs(f) as defined above.  

A causal digital system’s behavior is described by: 

yn = 1.4 yn-1 - 0.98yn-2 + 5xn-1 -5xn-3 

where xn is the input to the system, and yn is the output of the system. 

(c) What is the transfer function of this system?  
Don’t forget to indicate the region of convergence. 

(d)  Draw a pole-zero map.  [ Just in case you have forgotten because your calculator 
normally does this for you: (1.4)2=1.96; roots of a quadratic are:  ]. 

(e) Sketch the magnitude of the frequency response of this system. 
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PROBLEM No. 3 
Finite Impulse Response (FIR) Filters 
(a) Explain what the transition regions are in the design of digital filters, how you might 

define them, and the objective of having them.  Use a low-pass filter as an example. 

(b) Using the method we called Method 1 in class, design a (2M+1) digital filter that behaves 
like a Hilbert transformer.  You may assume that the sample rate is 1000 samples per 
second.  [A continuous Hilbert transformer frequency response is +j for negative 
frequencies and –j for positive frequencies.] 
 
*In the design you do here, you may make compromises and not define transition regions. 
[To make the math a little simpler.] 

(c) How would you check the frequency response of the designed FIR filter? 
In your answer also talk about issues related to linear vs. zero phase.  

(d) What part of the spectrum will have the greatest error and how could you reduce this 
error? 

PROBLEM No. 4 
Mapping and Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) Filters 

(a) When designing a digital Butterworth lowpass filter, an analog filter design is used to 
produce H(s) and this is followed by a bilinear transformation.  What is a bilinear 
transformation?   

(b) Why is pre-warping of the digital filter key design frequencies (end of pass band, start of 
stop band) necessary when using a bilinear transformation in filter design?   
 
If the end of a digital low pass filter’s pass band is 100 Hz and the start of the filter’s stop 
band is 200 Hz and the sample rate is 1000 samples per second. What are the 
corresponding analog filter design end of pass band and start of stop band frequencies? 

(c) What is the major drawback of using an impulse invariant mapping when designing 
digital IIR filters?   

(d) What is the impulse response of the digital filter whose transfer function is given by: 
? In your answer give an expression for hn. 
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PROBLEM No. 5 
Random Processes and Input-Output Relationships 

(a) Define the cross correlation function between two zero-mean, weakly stationary 
random signals and the cross spectral density between those two signals.  Take care 
with notation.  Let’s call these signals a(t) and b(t) not to get confused between these 
definitions and the signals in the rest of the problem. 

You may assume in the following that x(t) and u(t) are zero mean, weakly stationary, 
uncorrelated, random processes and that * denotes convolution. Two channels of 
information: 

y1(t) = h(t) ∗ x(t),                     y2(t) = g(t) ∗ r(t)  
 

are added together to give a response: y(t)= y1(t) + y2(t)  that is measured. 
 

x(t)   and r(t) are the two measured inputs, but it turns out that r(t) is correlated with x(t) and 
the relationship between the two can be expressed as 

r(t) = p(t) ∗ x(t) + q(t) ∗ u(t),   

where ∗ denotes convolution and p(t), q(t), h(t) and g(t) are the impulse responses of stable, 
linear, time-invariant systems, with corresponding frequency responses: P(f ), Q(f ), H(f ) and 
G(f ),  respectively.    A schematic of the system is shown below.  
 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

You can assume that all signals are at steady state.   
 

(a)  Express y(t) in terms of convolutions involving h, g, q and p and u(t) and x(t). 

In the following, express the answers in terms of the impulse responses of p, q, h and g (or P, 
Q, H and G )  and the cross- or auto-covariance (or the cross- power spectral densities) of the 
fundamental signals: x and u.  Calculate: 

(b) Rxy(τ). 
(c) Sxy(f).  Use your answer in part (c) to derive this.  
(d) Calculate Syy(f) directly (rather than via the autocorrelation function) using the 

definition of power spectral density.  
(e) What does the coherence function measure and calculate the coherence between x and 

y in this problem? (  ) 
 

 

+ 

H(f) x(t) 

G(f) u(t) 

p(t) 

q(t) y(t) 
+

+ 
+r(t) 
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Problem 6 
Statistics, Random Processes and Estimation 
(a) Let X be a random variable with a probability density function p(x).  Calculate the 

variance of X which is a uniformly distributed random variable taking values from -π to 
+π radians. 

(b) An estimation of a quantity φ = ( x, y ), the location of a point in a plane, is done by 
performing operations on N data measurements.  Each time N data points are collected 
another estimate of φ  ( ) is calculated.    
Draw a picture to explain the concepts of bias and variance using this estimator as an 
example. 

Spectral Density Estimation: 

(c) Explain how to estimate the cross spectral density of signal by using segment averaging.  
The total amount of data comes from T second long measurements of signals x and y.  

(d) In which regions of the spectrum is the bias greatest?  
How do you control the bias of this estimate? 

(e) What affects the variance of this cross spectral density estimate.  

(f) Why is it difficult to reduce bias and variance at the same time? 

 

PROBLEM No. 7 
Windowing and Convolution 
(a) When convolving two sampled time histories (xn which is 98 points long and hn 

which is 63 points long) by using forward and inverse Discrete Fourier Transforms 
implemented by using a radix-2 Fast Fourier Transform algorithm, what rules 
should you follow in your computation to get the correct answer. 

(b) A 63 point, zero-phase, FIR digital filter is used to filter a sampled time history (xn)  
that is composed of many cosine waves. xn starts at t=0 seconds and ends at 
t=1999/fs, where fs is the sample rate of the signal (=1000 samples per second). 

a. How many samples are in the response time history?  

b. At what time does the response start?  

c. What time corresponds to the last sample in the response time history?  

d. Over which region of the response signal will you find steady state behavior? 

(c) A complex signal is composed of two frequencies: 
.  It is windowed with a Hann window of width T seconds: 

  , where r(t) is 
a rectangular window of width T seconds.  
How wide should T be so that when a Fourier transform is taken there are 4 zero 
crossings between the peaks associated with the two frequencies in the signal.  
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